Rangitāiki Freshwater Futures Community Group workshop note

Rangitāiki Freshwater Futures Community Group
Meeting Notes: Workshop 3 - Regional Values Framework and
Freshwater Management Units
Galatea Hall, 50A Mangamate Road, Galatea
Tuesday 26 April 2016 commencing at 9.00am
Community Group members present:
Larry Wetting (Chair), Alamoti Te Pou, Alan Law, Bill Clark, Bill Kerrison, Cathy Brown,
Christina Bunny, Daryl Christie, George Johnston, James Doherty, John Gibson, Kirsty
Joynt, Linda Conning, Matt Osborne, Ngapera Rangiaho, Nick Doney, Tom Lynch, and
Councillor Norm Bruning.
Apologies:
Atamira Nuku, Craig Rowe, Gareth Boyt, Mark Ross, Matt Gow, Robert Pouwhare,
Steve Brightwell and Wetini Paul
BOPRC Staff present:
Simon Stokes (Relationship Manager), Kerry Gosling (Facilitator), Stephanie Macdonald
(Support Facilitator), Toni Briggs (Project Manager), Sandy Hohepa (Māori Policy
Advisor), Michelle Lee (Water Policy Planner), Paul Scholes (Environmental Scientist)
and Nicola Green (Water Policy Senior Planner)

Related documents previously circulated:
1. Briefing note: Workshop 3: Value Sets and Freshwater Management Units
2. Rangitāiki Community Group Workshop 3 power point presentation
3. Feedback sheet – Rangitāiki Community Group
1

Welcome and Updates

Simon Stokes welcomed everyone to the workshop.
James Doherty opened with a karakia.
Simon outlined the agenda and desired outcomes:
1. Build understanding of work programme and progress
2. Advise on regional values
3. Map values in the WMA
4. Initial input on attributes
5. Feedback on FMU setting
Nicki explained:
- the work programme (see presentation slide 6 and 13), where we are up to, and
community group’s involvement.
- current project work underway (presentation slide 13), including the values framework,
FMU identification, current state gap filling and initial work towards attribute
identification, issue definition, modelling, overarching policy direction, and methods for
setting environmental flows and levels.
- National update – Next Steps for Freshwater consultation closed, allocation policy
package yet to come.
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We are in Phase 2 (values and FMU identification). Phase 3 (start date to be confirmed by
Council) is a major phase of work to establish objectives, limits and methods and involves
developing future scenarios, modelling and management options. This is a major phase of
work. Anticipate 4 community group workshops on this (TBC).

Figure 1: Implementing the NPSFM (presentation slide)

Key comments / questions:
• The more information and understanding Council can provide this group, the more input
can be given at that time.
• The Next Steps document indicates $100 million over 10 years will be available – How
do we apply for this? What are the criteria for applications? R: Criteria not set yet. Some
national funding is being directed to Rotorua Lakes.
Current state question: Confusion over the first level of aquifers; where do they end and
the nitrogen level in aquifers? How far away are groundwater models?
• The values from other Hui’s and meetings: Will we be provided this information?
R: Groups have agreed to share minutes and these are on the portal.
• Concern that information base is insufficient - decisions could lead to detrimental effects
later on (e.g. Are we modelling rain water retention? Is it as good as it used to be?).
R: To be worked through as we progress. Also need to assess risk of not acting.
• Rate payers are required to invest in infrastructure when Council doesn’t have solid
information on technical efficiency standards.
• Allocation concerns raised: First-in-first-served problematic. Seek more equitable
allocation.
Actions:
• Council to continue to provide relevant national policy updates in future workshops.
• Respond re groundwater extent and modelling update in future workshops.
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2

Value Setting

Nicki referred to the briefing note. Draft regional value set is attached to this.

Figure 2: Regional freshwater value set development (Slide 21)

A comprehensive draft value set is needed in order to progress the next steps in the NPSFM
implementation process. Draft regional freshwater value set created from collation of values
from multiple sources, applying principles agreed by Council, seeking community group
feedback. Staff will seek Council approval of the value set to progress with, but it will remain in
draft for some time. There will be some flexibility to amend at later stages in the work
programme process.
Principles (presentation slide 20)
Need to:
- be nationally consistent
- provide for some regional consistency
- be flexible enough to accommodate local differences
- demonstrate how values drawn from statutory documents are represented
- check values from statutory documents with the authors
- generally, aggregate common regional values.
The next step is to identify measures
for the values (called attributes).
Nicki explained how the regional value
set would apply in Rangitāiki WMA.
The intention is that in each WMA and
FMU council will note the
presence/absence of the value. Where
there is something special or particular
about the value that needs explaining,
council can include in schedules with
descriptions, by doing so it will not lose
important detail by using a regional
framework. Values, current
state/trends and measures will then be
used to start working on scenarios and
preferred objectives.

Figure 3: Applying the regional value set in Rangitāiki
WMA (presentation Slide 23)
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Key comments and questions:
• One suggested the Rangitāiki River Forum (RRF) is at the forefront. Iwi have a
representative on this forum and it was suggested by a member that any concerns
should be passed through this channel.
• Every situation is different.
• A question was asked as to whether minutes of the RRF are available.
R: These are on the Council’s website under Committee Meetings
http://www.boprc.govt.nz/council/committees-and-meetings/
• Are we considering having regional consistency with Lake Rotorua?
• If values at a Hui are different from the community group, what we do have to fit in with
iwi values, otherwise it’s meaningless. How will this be done? R: If/as we identify
differences we will need to work through them with group and iwi/hapū. Council
chairman has noted importance of working towards common agreement.
• Some commented that regional value set was not important to the group and they want
to focus on values in Rangitāiki WMA. Some noted they do not see the purpose for
‘grouping’ values.
• Ecological values / Natural character – the wording such as “high, medium or low” are
different descriptors than is already used in the RMA. MfE had been doing some work
on outstanding water bodies. The NZ Conservation Authority has published a report on
rivers and water conservation orders: http://www.doc.govt.nz/about-us/statutory-andadvisory-bodies/nz-conservation-authority/publications/protecting-new-zealands-rivers/
(added/circulated by a group member).
• A member highlighted concerns with the ‘first-in-first-served’ framework, asked to raise
the flag and change if we don’t agree.
Summary:
• General acceptance of the principles and range of values represented.
• More time was requested to allow members to provide detailed comments on their
feedback sheets.
• Seek flexibility to amend as we progress – don’t want to fix now until we fully understand
implications.
• Community Group members were invited to feedback any specific comments following
the workshop.
Actions:
• Send the notes from Hui-a-iwi out to community group members.
• Council to send a hard copy of the values framework to the members.
• Council to email out feedback sheet.
• Members to provide written comments if they wish within a few weeks (date to be stated
in email from Council). Note that 9 responses were received and are summarised in
Appendix to these notes.

3

Values Mapping

Nicki explained: Some current or potential
future values and uses exist throughout
freshwater bodies.
Some only apply to specific area/parts of
water bodies. Some values can be mapped
by Council as we know where they are (e.g.,
commercial/industrial discharges, irrigation
etc). The group were asked to map seven
values based on their local knowledge.
Values may inform how we define FMUs
and will inform how we set objectives for
FMUs.
Nicki noted this is a first mapping of values,
Figure 4: Values considered in community group values
mapping exercise (slide 28 of presentation)
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not the only input. No prioritisation or weighting is occurring yet.
Kerry introduced the values mapping exercise.
Comments and questions:
• How/when are the impacts of land use and on future land use options, and the ‘first in
first served’ approach to allocation being addressed?
• Water users within the catchment should be given priority over users from out-ofcatchment, instead of ‘first-in-first served’ basis. We want to ensure freshwater is
available for future settlement land use, development. What tools does this process
have going forward?
R: Nicki noted these issues will need to be addressed during phase 3. Government may
address allocation priorities in their pending allocation policy package. This values
identification step does not establish any priorities yet.
• Want to see values mapping as a work in progress to make a more informed decision.
• Where does “peoples” water come from – Surface or Ground water? More information
required.
• Would groundwater takes affect geothermal activity?
• Where does equity fit in?
Nicki noted that some questions being raised do not relate specifically to value identification but
that they will be noted (e.g. who uses what water, and how water quality and quantity should be
managed) so that we can fit them into and respond to them in later steps within the process.
The group then worked their way around the seven values maps in the room marking sites of
value that they are aware of, as shown below.

3 Land scape
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6 Transport Tauranga waka

7 Rawa tuturu

Ecological habitat
•
Kokopu
•
Why not one colour for whole catchment? Want to see tuna everywhere
•
Bird life - support shag populations
•
Trout spawning - most gravel bed tributaries will be significant areas - upper Whirinaki
Recreation and primary contact (swimming etc.)
•
Wirehopua - family swimming hole
•
Edgecumbe-Thornton annual kayaking comp. Thornton Primary does annual rafting race location TBC.
•
Mountain biking trail - bikes go through streams
•
Access overgrown - previously popular swimming spot
•
Kayaking access difficult/unsafe
More kayakers would use river near dam if
possible.
Natural character and form
•
Quite a few native forest/shrub/wetland remnants/riparian areas within the pine forest can't locate on map
Fishing
•
Why is kahawai not included? Reliant on freshwater. Mullet is also not included.
•
Trout - whole of river
Fishing specific for dots
•
Pouarua Lake
•
Eel decrease and koura increase - lower Rangitāiki
•
Whitebait lower drains/canals
Rawa Tuturu - customary use
•
Hui-a-iwi good place to find out this
•
Which kaumatua do we talk to?
•
Who has stories?
•
Rangitāiki River Iwi (Forum)

Comments made:
• Ecological mapping was frustrating as the values exist everywhere but vary in volume
and it is impossible to map. Some values are lower in places but this shouldn’t mean
that they have a lesser value or protection.
• Need to take the view of the entire river – migration – life cycle.
• Worried we are prioritising certain areas.
• Need to be careful not to turn the lower Rangitāiki into a rock lined channel. Introduce
methods of restoration of river banks.
• Some information requires kaumatua level of knowledge for the special topics such as
rawa Tuturu.
• Not comfortable with placing dots on the maps until we have spoken to the wider
community.
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•
•
•
•

Flood protection channels. Potential connection with Tarawera – a gap could be opened
up to support whitebait habitat. This was changed in 1914.
Concerns about the whitebait habitat – drains and channels could be managed
differently. They have high whitebait habitat potential.
How high is the value of recreational hunting?
Are we looking at past, present or future values?

Actions:
• Values ‘wording’ to be sent to the group.
• Briefing note to be sent to the group.
• Members support a community/kaumatua briefing.

4

Measuring Values

Nicki explained that we are required to identify attributes for values – ways of measuring
whether values are or are not provided for, particularly in relation to water quality and quantity.
We are at the beginning of identifying scientific attributes, supported by our science knowledge.
Group members were asked to note down potential ways of measuring whether each value is
provided (where they know of any) based on their knowledge.
Comments made:
• Tuna informs the mauri of water. If they are absent our mauri is gone.
R: Please note that Tuna do not need high water quality or quantity compared to some
other values you may be interested in.
• Watercress is important as our native vegetation.
• One commented that specific message is more preferable as communication is key.
• Mauri has many meanings, cultural assessment needed alongside.
• Worried how quick we are moving through this process – inevitable we will have to
revisit some of our steps.
Summary: This workshop provides an early look at attributes and the group agreed that this will
require more in depth consideration later.
Action: Members to provide further feedback on the form if they wish.

5

Freshwater Management Units

FMU definition: a water body, multiple water bodies or any part of a water body determined by
Council as the appropriate scale for setting objectives and limits and for freshwater accounting
and management purposes.
Principles for identifying FMUs agreed by Council (presentation slides 36 and 37):
• Include the water body and its catchment
• Reflect significant spatial differences that affect how we should manage freshwater
– biophysical (e.g.,. geology, slope) affects “natural water quality and quantity, and
“capacity” for use
– values/uses and objectives
– land use (in some cases)
– “permanent” modifications also being considered
– Regional consistency, with some local flexibility
– justified, transparent method
• Manageable spatial scale and number of FMU’s
– aggregate where possible
– specificity vs planning/implementation complexity
• Clarity and certainty of boundaries
• Different FMU frameworks for surface water, groundwater, wetlands and lakes
• Flexibility during plan development
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Biophysical Layer
Nicki outlined that a biophysical layer has been developed which classifies water bodies
according to geology and slope because these factors are key determinants of natural water
quality, water body characteristics, and response to some contaminants.

rd

Figure 5: River classifications (left), river classifications and their catchment (3 order streams) (slides 38 and 39)

5.1

Other Layers

Nicki explained other layers that may be
important when identifying FMUs (see
figure)
Simon presented a recent exercise carried
out by the multidisciplinary staff project team
working through these layers and questions.
Staff’s working draft FMUs were discussed
along with the thinking behind them. Simon
also explained some of the questioning and
the difficulties staff found in doing this
exercise.
Members then split into groups of 3 spent
time working through the layers and
Figure 6: Factors (other than biophysical) to consider
when setting FMUs (slide 40).
suggesting changes and other
considerations on laminated maps provided.
These groups provided feedback and thoughts to the wider group.
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Comments and questions:
• Suggestions include:
o not to separate forestry land use and pasture
o consider lakes and river mouth as the water ‘holding place’
o consider using an cumulative impact model to understand the full implications
o the dam can be the separation point between natural and modified flowing areas
o consider wetlands
o consider flood management schemes
o consider water classification
• The top of the Rangitāiki is a modified landscape.
• Development of districts - farmers are wanting to plant trees. Consider what science had
been done in managing farming in New Zealand.
• All modified, fluctuating levels
• Don’t want to see FMUs to define future land use.
• If you set a standard, land users should meet those standards – rivers shouldn’t bear the
brunt, developers should. Every development should prepared to manage their impacts.
• One suggestion of another FMU above Aniwaniwa Dam.
• Concern raised at the pace of input required without fully understanding implications.
• Specific points raised around needing to retain land use options, matching use to land
capabilities, flexibility of use, strong need to consider economics and Māori land
utilisation.
• What scientific research has or is being done?
• Objectives may be set differently for unnatural river conditions, i.e., ramped river below
the dam. How can we best manage to get it back to surrounds and activities as it
previously was?
Nicki noted that some questions/feedback being raised do not relate specifically to FMU
identification but are considering how they will be applied (objectives, management methods
etc.) which will be worked through in the next phase. They will be noted so they can be
considered at that time.
Summary:

6

•

Group showed real concern that they did not want to provide “fixed/final”
advice/recommendation. Need to work through the implications.

•

Subject to the above, the group generally indicated a fairly high degree of agreement
with the three areas.

•

Further consideration to be given to an upper catchment area.

Closing

A field trip has been organised for Wednesday 11 May. An invitation with details will be sent out.
The purpose of the day is to learn about dairy, kiwifruit and commercial water use.
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The next workshop will not be held for a number of months until the Council approves the 3rd
phase of the programme to start. Toni suggested that a more social gathering could be held
with all three community groups to share progress and build relationships. This was generally
supported. Details will be sent closer to the time.
Simon ended the day giving confidence that we continue to learn and understand each other’s
concepts.
Workshop ended: 2:44pm
Next meeting:

TBC

Seven written feedback from members were received after this workshop. A combined feedback
form is attached with this workshop note.
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COMBINED Feedback Sheet – Rangitāiki Community Group (26 April, 2016)
Regional Values Framework Feedback
Te Hauora o te Wai / The
Ecological Values Health and Mauri of Water

- Ecosystem health
- Species and habitat

Social Values

- Human health for recreation
- Occasional immersion / Secondary
contact
Te Hauora o te Tangata /
The Health and Mauri of
the People

Te Hauora o te Taiao / The
Health and Mauri of the
Environment

Social Values

Mahinga kai / Food
gathering, Places of food

- Frequent immersion / Primary
contact

- Natural form and character
- Amenity values
- Mahinga kai / Kai are safe to harvest and
eat

Comments
Do we give introduced species such as
fish the same importance as trout?
This is an essential part of this work.
This will be difficult to agree on in terms
of what people want.
Primary contact not everywhere and only
when the natural conditions would allow,
like not after rainfall, swift rivers.
Critical for public acceptance of future
ideals and plans for the river.
Might need to define “natural
conditions” in this context.
Natural form of most of lower River has
been transformed into a rock lined canal

All above

- Mahinga kai / the mauri of the place is
intact

If trout are hindering native species but
also bringing in tourists or recreational
users it is very difficult issue to manage.

- Fishing

Use water for traditional cooking tikanga.

Wai Māori / Municipal and
domestic water supply

- Water supply

Regulated.
Data available

He ara haere / Navigation

- Transport and Tauranga waka

Should this be under cultural not social?

Updated in August 2016

Regional Values Framework Feedback
- Irrigation and food production
- Animal drinking water

Mahi mara / Cultivation

- Commercial and industrial use
- Commercial and industrial
take/use/damming and diversion

Economic use
and values

- Assimilative capacity – discharges
- Hydro-electric power generation
Au putea /Economic or
commercial development

Comments
To me, cultivation doesn’t make me think
of animal drinking water, food
production – maybe include
cultivation/primary production?? Extend
a little bit to make it clearer.
To what extent. Can the wording be
changed if the group and the council
chosen to?
Know where farms are that need water.
Regulated.
Not sure if it is relevant- but agricultural
development/ using land for agricultural
purposes/ forestry is not mentioned. I’m
assuming this is under commercial/
industrial use- I think it needs to be a
little clearer. Land use development???
This isn’t only economic value??
Hydro-electric power generation should
be a separate value under ‘economic’.
Subjected to strict regulations and
monitoring.
We will need parameters to protect
other values.
Issue of water exporting? I don’t
necessarily support this except for
humanitarian reasons but it is relevant to
the Plains.

Updated in August 2016

Regional Values Framework Feedback
- Flood protection and control
- Urban stormwater drainage and
assimilation
Floodwater and urban
stormwater conveyance

Wai Tapu / Sacred Waters

Cultural values

Waahi Tupuna / Sites of
cultural significance
Kaitiakitanga / Historical
relationships
Rawa tuturu / Customary
resources

Influence on other
freshwater bodies
Integrated
Management

Moana / Influence on
sensitive coastal waters
and receiving
environments

- Wai Tapu – places where rituals and
ceremonies are performed
- Sites of cultural significance

- Cultural heritage and connection
- Kaitiakitanga

- Rawa Tuturu I Kei tera te mauri (the
mauri of the place is intact)
- Base flow
- Water quality

Comments
Flood protection is a major issue,
particularly north of Matahina Dam as it
has potential to be fatal if not effective,
as well as economically devastating.
These may not be the true values for the
purposes of implementing the NPSFM,
and do not appear to relate to the
Instream or out-of-stream value of
water.
Strict guidelines. May need segregating.
Identity for fresh water futures.
Ask what’s the best way to recognise.
Identity for fresh water futures.
Not mapping. Can the criteria be plug
and play?
Identity for fresh water futures.
Identified in Rangitāiki River Document,
but who and which iwi?” “Not mapping
presuming by rohe.
Not sure if this is not a repeated theme.
Include land use here also? It is about
integrated management. I think this is
there with word ‘influence’ but maybe
clearer.
Known wetland at mouth of Rangitāiki.
Not enough data or important discussion
at fresh water futures.

Updated in August 2016

Regional Values Framework Feedback

Influences on geothermal
heat

Comments
Probably not relevant for this WMA
Not sure if in this catchment
Is this relevant for Rangitaiki catchment. I
thought we had found out it wasn’t?
Maybe I missed something.
Is this relevant for Rangitāiki catchment?
Probably not relevant to this FMU.
Subject is reliant on data from expert.
Do you mean effect of water takes on
temperature, or effect of geothermal
discharges on other freshwater?

Updated in August 2016

• How would you know these values are
provided for?

Attributes Feedback

• How would you measure this?

• What would it look and feel like?

Te Hauora o te Wai / The Health and Mauri
of Water
Ecological Values

•
•

Ecosystem health
Species and habitat

Te Hauora o te Tangata / The Health and
Mauri of the People
Social Values

•

Human health for recreation

Healthy ecosystem favouring native species over
introduced species
Species are able to be found where you would
expect them
Good Stream Health/ River Health of Rangitaiki
River & Tributaries.
Ability of the river to provide a quality ecosystem
that is capable of.
Diversity of species including galaxids & those
sensitive to water quality & abundant populations
Physical parameters of water within range of
unmodified catchments
Clear water, lack of aquatic weeds
Lack of barriers to fish migration

Continue BOPRC monitoring species
populations
Measures used for this already, surveys,
testing.
Measured at lowest point of natural flow
at lower Rangitāiki River.
MCI, QMCI etc.
EPT
Barriers to migration
Size and no of whitebait spawning sites
Secchi disk/sediment density

Strong and vibrant communities with people
actively using rivers and lakes.
Sustaining native fish, flora and bird life plus
recreational activities.
Above
Similar to the above.
People are using the waterway for recreational
purpose.
Absence or low nos of E.coli and heavy metals
“Natural Character” is important and seems to
have been left out

Community initiatives such as Lake
Aniwhenua Restoration Project or Kani
Rangi Park Murupara.
Public health data.
Measured at lowest point of natural flow
at lower Rangitāiki River.
Standard water testing

Updated in August 2016

• How would you know these values are
provided for?

Attributes Feedback

• How would you measure this?

• What would it look and feel like?
Waterways reflect natural state where practical
and able to, with man-made areas functional yet
aesthetically positive.
Sustaining native fish, flora and bird life plus
recreational activities.

Local people and tourists utilising the
rivers and lakes
For measuring natural character:
% banks riprapped & increase/decrease
% banks with native vegetation
% length in exotic vegetation including
Glyceria
% MALF present in river compared with
consented takes
% periphyton

People actively gathering kai
Healthy waterway.
Sustaining native fish, flora and bird life plus
recreational activities.
As above - absence or low nos of E.coli and heavy
metals

Testing of water and monitoring of
allocation.
Survey/testing.
Not requiring treatment.

Wai Māori / Municipal and domestic water
supply

People sourcing their water
Water safe to consume
Water is available for human consumption in the
catchment
Quantity & Quality.
Drinking water quality.
Absence or low nos of E.coli and heavy metals,
especially E coli & sediment

Population census and trends plus
predicted growth and decline
Survey/testing

He ara haere / Navigation

Observe the use of the waterways by various craft. Monitoring. Liaise with local residents.
Unimpeded access to river and its environs.
Feedback from users.
Physical barriers, water depth e.g. buried forest
???

Te Hauora o te Taiao / The Health and
Mauri of the Environment
•
•

Natural form and character
Amenity values

Mahinga kai / Food gathering, Places of
food
• Mahinga kai / Kai are safe to harvest
and eat
• Mahinga kai / the mauri of the place
is intact
• Fishing

Updated in August 2016

• How would you know these values are
provided for?

Attributes Feedback

• How would you measure this?

• What would it look and feel like?
Mahi mara / Cultivation
•
•

Economic use and
values

Irrigation and food production
Animal drinking water

Au putea /Economic or commercial
development
•
•
•
•

Commercial and industrial use
Hydro–electric power station
Commercial and industrial
take/use/damming and diversion
Assimilative capacity – discharges

People growing their own fruit and vegetables, and Local knowledge
watering livestock.
Again- I don’t think cultivation
Healthy farms and crop and animals.
encompasses the intention of this
attribute.
Provisions of relevant data.
Enough water for new users
Maintain minimum flows and still able to generate
electricity
Businesses are able to source water to enable the
community to be sustainable economically.
Relevant on appropriate data.
No/volume of resource consents but what are they
used for?

Recording flows and rainfall to establish
long term trends
I think land use development or something
similar rather than just economic or
commercial.
Provisions of relevant data.
How many people benefit?

It will be difficult to come up with an appropriate quantitative measure of how to identify
whether hydro-electric power generation is being provided for. Fundamentally, if hydroelectricity power generation is being provided for there will be certainty of allocation, full ability
to exercise consented rights and operational flexibility. Measures of these will include consent
term and renewal, the rage of operational constraints set tout in resource consent conditions
and within statutory planning documents, and via an allocation framework that provides for
acceptable securing of flows arriving at a power scheme. It is also important to retain flexibility
if in future the operation of hydroelectric power schemes can provide for alternative values to
power generation.
Other attributes which are important to hydro generation is water that is free of debris (in
particular logs/weed), sediment, aquatic weeds and nutrients. Year on year the debris removal
at the Matahina dam intake screens costs Trustpower tens of thousands of dollar per year to
remove – all of which is derived from the upstream land use activity
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• How would you know these values are
provided for?

Attributes Feedback

• How would you measure this?

• What would it look and feel like?
Flood protection
Water storage in Eastern side of middle of
catchment
Infrastructure and land is protected from
damaging floods.
Relevant on appropriate data.

Safety/lack of flooding in big rain events.
Provisions of relevant data.
Trustpower questions whether floodwater
and urban stormwater drainage and
assimilation’ are true values for the
purpose of implementing the NPSFM.
These values are not identified in the
NPSFM as national values, or uses of
freshwater, and do not appear to relate to
the Instream or out-of-stream value of
water. Trust power consider that further
information should be provided as to how
these natters align with value setting
process required by the NPSFM.
Frequency & severity of flooding

Wai Tapu / Sacred Waters

Continuation of traditional practices.
Acceptance of iwi knowledge.

Attendance, frequency of use.
Provisions of relevant data.

TBA / Sites of cultural significance

Encourage recording of sites by local
iwi/hapū/whānau groups to avoid accidental
oversights by other users.
Acceptance of iwi knowledge.

Publish a register
Encourage feedback.
Provisions of relevant data.

Accurate recordings.
Acceptance of iwi knowledge.
To me mauri includes intactness

Provisions of relevant data.

Floodwater and urban stormwater
conveyance
•
•

Cultural values

Flood protection and control
Urban stormwater drainage and
assimilation

Kaitiakitanga / Historical relationships
•
•

Cultural heritage and connection
Kaitiakitanga

Rawa tuturu / Customary resources

Liaise with iwi groups who practice these activities. Extent of use.
Acceptance of iwi knowledge.
Provisions of relevant data.
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• How would you know these values are
provided for?

Attributes Feedback

• How would you measure this?

• What would it look and feel like?

Influence on other freshwater bodies

Integrated
Management

Moana / Influence on sensitive coastal
waters and receiving environments

Influences on geothermal heat

These areas continue to flourish.
Regulation requiring contributing bodies to meet
minimum standards.
Monitoring of springs and wetlands
Water quality in aquifers

Monitor flow rates and water quality
Overall approach to assessing waterway
health/ levels etc.
Communication
Range of water levels over time

Healthy ecosystems.
Regulation requiring contributing bodies to meet
minimum standards.

Maintain flow rates and water quality.
Regular testing of lower river. Reporting
measures needed relating to river works.
Water quality testing including sediment
deposition at river mouth

Probably not relevant to [Rangitāiki].
Reliant on data.
Surface features in tact

Data on possible effects must be made
available regularly.
Measure temperature, pressure

Updated in August 2016

FMU Feedback
Map layer
A combination of cover, soil and elevation (with
soil type being the most important)

Any other information layers that should be
considered?

Comment
An FMU below the Matahina Dam reflects the low lying nature of that area, with not native vegetation,
large human population and intensive land use in a modified region.
Another FMU encompassing all of the steep, elevated, non-free draining native bush areas in the
central Eastern side of catchment reflects the natural state of this area.
The third FMU (the reset of the catchment) is very free draining, easier contoured land predominantly
in exotic forestry and some pasture. It changes altitude as it climbs from Matahina Dam through to
South of Taupō.
Yes, I agree with the draft staff FMU setting. I think it reflects a lot of effort and expertise and is very
well worded. It caters for a very wide range of past, present and future issues, as well as representing
both Māori and Non-Māori people.
As mentioned above, I feel that elevation and altitude is important. It makes a real divide between the
3 FMUs. Population is also relevant with the first FMU having a high human impact due to intensive
rural and urban numbers of people.
Restoration and Building of all aspect and methodology that will enable tuna to again become a taonga
for all iwi.
Trustpower must build elver access using modern technology based Bill Kerrison’s model
Trustpower continues quoting “research is taking place” is an emphasise for doing nothing
Real money must be spent.
Identifying the values within FMU’s should come after the identification / confirmation of the extent of
FMU’s in the Rangitaiki River Catchment. In this regards, some of the values/ attributes identified in
the feedback sheet will not be applicable to some of the specific FMU’s when they are finally
confirmed. Value will need to be ascribed to each of the specific FMU’s once defined.
The indicative FMU’ developed by staff from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council are a reasonable
starting proposition for defining the extent of FMU’s in the Rangitaiki River Catchment (being the
version whereby the productive forestry and pastoral land uses upstream of Lake Aniwhenua are
combined into one FMU and not separated).
Trustpower consider that provision should be made for the FMU boundaries to be reconsidered once
the community group starts to define the values in each FMU and the process of setting management
objectives/limits is commenced. The ability to refine the FMU’s ought to be maintained as the process
develops. The this extent, Trustpower consider that consideration could be given to creating an FMU in
the upper reaches of the Rangitāiki River Catchment – potentially upstream of the confluence of the
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Wheao Hydro-electric Power Scheme.
Trustpower note that if the Rangitāiki River Catchment is to be divided up into a number of FMU’s,
care will need to be taken to ensure that in meeting any management objectives for values in the
upper FMU’s, lower FMU’s values won’t be negatively impacted (and the counter being the
establishment of objectives in lower FMU not requiring actions and outcomes in upper FMU’s that
negatively impact on recognised uses and values). A holistic and integrated approach in terms of what
arrives in the lower river both in terms of water quality and quantity will still need to be applied.
This I equally important for values that are common across the whole catchment, such as eel passage
and habitat. Objectives could be set for all the FMU’s, but the limits adopted in each FMU could be
developed in a flexible manner in recognition of the difference issues in each FMU.
Water classification
- Quota eco-system standards for the whole catchment except for the natural state
- Need to account for future land use change
Wetlands
- Future management of Lake Aniwaniwa
- Maintain a separate planning framework.
Landcover
- Flexibility to change i.e. forestland to pasture land use
- Manage development
- Need to account for nutrient discharge effects
Biophysical layer
- Agree.
So long since the workshop I cannot remember where we got to – this should have been recorded in
the report back but the general consensus as I recall was that where there is currently high water
quality, the catchment should be managed to maintain that.
Just because the water quality in the lower catchment is not as good as upstream, shouldn’t be a
reason to maintain a lower quality – we should aim to restore through land management.
Of concern that top of catchment has poor water records.
As per feedback given at the workshop we were largely in agreement areas there- based on landcover/
land use. Agreed with setting limits for the areas in forestry/ farming same as land use may change
over time. Just not sure downstream of the Dam?? Agree necessary to have the undeveloped areas
with more stringent limits- keep untouched and focus on what has already been developed.
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